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Cooperation
• Symposium will be jointly 

organised by Emobility from 
Slovenia and Eko klub from 
Serbia.

• Both organisations have 
organised numerous events; 
from conferences, 
symposiums to eco rallies



E-mobility&Emobility

• If e-mobility for this region was a science fiction a 
decade ago, things are now moving fast. 

• Due to the pressure of climate change and general 
health of inhabitants, e-mobility is becoming one of 
the main topics of environmental awareness and 
politics.

• Meanwhile, e-mobility is also becoming 
increasingly big business. Thanks to e-vehicles, 
Elon Musk has become the richest person in the 
world. 

• E-mobility is therefore not only important for the 
environment and people, but also from economic 
point of view. 

• And Serbia has a huge advantage there, both with 
vehicle production, as well as with natural 
resources (lithium).



9th Symposium 
Emobility, Belgrade

• So far we have organised 8 Symposiums in Slovenia, 
and Slovenian companies have enough information to 
transition to e-mobility. 

• We have decided to organise the 9th Symposium in 
Belgrade.

• Belgrade is a city with two million inhabitants with bad 
air pollution and incredible potential for e-mobility. 

• While at once, we at Emobility and at Eko Klub, do not 
wish for the Balkans to become a dumping ground for 
old diesel and petrol powered cars!



Purpose and goal 
of the symposium
• We want to bring people to the 

symposium who will deal with e-
mobility professionally:
• Car dealers, salesman and 

technicians
• Infrastructure (public and 

private)
• Electricity grid (how they can 

benefit from EVs)
• Politicians and bureaucrats, 

decision makers
• Media

... because all of these are extremely 
important for a fast, efficient and 
affordable transition to e-mobility!
With the right approach from the start, 
there will be no need to waste large 
amounts of public money 
unnecessarily!



Content

• Electric cars, buses and 
micromobility, e-maritime …

• Public and private charging stations 
for e-cars and other means of 
transport

• Management of the public charging 
system

• Charging of e-cars in apartment 
buildings

• Incentives (financial and other)
• Great emphasis will be placed on 

socializing of all symposium participants 
at formal and informal receptions and 
meetings.

• Judging by experience, the participants 
take the most out of such meetings.



Participating countries 
and lecturers

• The nine symposiums so far have 
included lecturers from:

Norway, the Netherlands, Germany, 
Great Britain, France, the Czech 
Republic, Poland, Switzerland, 
Croatia, the United States, Sweden, 
Iceland, Austria, Italy, Bulgaria, 
Hungary and of course Slovenia.
• Representatives of all of these, as 

well as some who have not 
participated so far, will be invited to 
the 9th Symposium Emobility.



Participation of 
countries, companies 
and organizations

• All interested organizations (political, 
governmental, economic, NGO ...) can 
participate in the content or promotional 
part of the conference.

• We will also send a price list for 
sponsorship or promotion to all those 
interested.
• We expect to organize the 9th 

Symposium in cooperation with the 
Government of the Republic of 
Serbia.

• We have already had a very positive 
meeting with the State Secretary in 
the Ministry of Environmental 
Protection Mr. Ivan Karić.



Content 
cooperation for 
companies

• Companies and organizations 
can present themselves at the 
9th Emobility Symposium with 
lectures in the main part of the 
symposium or organize lectures 
for small groups.

• The content of the lecture must 
be related to e-mobility, or topics 
to be determined by the 
conference organizing 
committee.



Exhibitions, 
demonstrations, 
meetings

We will also provide all interested parties with the 
possibility of exhibitions, lectures for small groups, 
demonstrations, additional informal receptions for 
participants, test drives ...



Participation
Participation for delegates from Serbia will be free, 
but all delegates will need to be accredited.
We expect 200 to 300 participants from Serbia 
and the wider region.



Promotion
With the help of partner media, 
we will take care of the good 
promotion of the event on all 
media platforms (TV, radio, social 
networks, print media ...).



Thank you for 
your attention!
See you on 18th October in Belgrade


